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Chapter 2541 

Accompanied by that sinister voice, a menacing face gradually appeared from the darkness behind 

Demoness Ji.Wu Dao's true body was alarmed. Without hesitation, he pulled Demoness Ji over and 

shielded her behind him, glaring at the figure that appeared slowly in the darkness with a grim 

expression.It looked like an old man covered in blood. His face was pale and there was no hint of life in 

him – he was like a malevolent ghost!No matter what the old man's background was, the fact that he 

could hide from Wu Dao's true body's spirit perception was enough to alarm him and put him on 

guard."To think that two brats would come here. Hehehe …"The old man let out an unpleasant laugh 

once more. His widened lips stretched to the back of his ears, as though his entire head was split into 

two!"Could he be a Ghost Immortal?"Demoness Ji gradually calmed down and panted slightly, saying 

with a trembling voice."Ghost Immortal?"Wu Dao's true body's heart skipped a beat.Back in the 

emperor tomb, Qinglian's true body encountered a Ghost Immortal that was extremely strong and 

nearly died inside. Thankfully, he managed to survive with the help of his soul lamp.She continued, 

"However, according to the inheritance memories that the Nine Netherworld Emperor gave me, the 

conditions for the formation of Ghost Immortals are extremely unique. At the very least, an Emperor 

Lord has to die!"Only the powerful resentment of an Emperor Lord could turn into a Ghost 

Immortal!Back then, Qinglian's true body was only at the Mystic Immortal realm and did not know much 

about Ghost Immortals. Neither was it accurate and she only heard bits and pieces from Feng Ziyi.He 

merely thought that Ghost Immortals were formed from the accumulation of resentment of an expert 

whose soul did not dissipate after death and did not enter reincarnation. Furthermore, they cultivated 

sentience.To think that the prerequisite for the formation of Ghost Immortals was the death of an 

Emperor Lord!In that case, it could explain why there was such a Ghost Immortal in the emperor 

tomb.Legend has it that the formation of the emperor tomb was due to the death of an Immortal 

Emperor.Later on, other Emperor Lords took the risk to enter the emperor tomb and were inevitably 

cursed and buried within.Demoness Ji continued, "However, Emperor Lords are considered peak 

existences in the upper world and it's extremely difficult for them to die, let alone die suddenly. How 

can there be an Emperor Lord here …"At that point, Demoness Ji's voice stopped abruptly.She suddenly 

recalled that there was indeed an Emperor buried here, the World Devastation Fiend Emperor! 

Could this be the final resting place of the World Devastation Devil Emperor?Wu Dao's original body 

naturally thought of the World Devastation Devil Emperor, but he was still a little confused.He always 

felt that the dark space here was incompatible with the Great Tomb of the Demon Emperor above, as if 

they were two different worlds.Above the tomb, within the range of the Great Tomb of the Devil 

Monarch, they couldn't release their Heavenly Grottoes, and their secret arts were also sealed.But here, 

the two of them were almost unaffected.At this moment, he didn't have the time to analyze it carefully. 

The Ghost Immortal opposite them suddenly took a deep breath at the two of them!Wu Dao's main 

body felt like he was in a trance. His essence spirit felt like it was being pulled out of his body by a 

powerful suction force!Fortunately, the power of the Mask of Mo Luo burst forth and blocked his Yuan 

Shen, allowing him to regain his consciousness instantly.However, Demoness Ji's cultivation realm was 

insufficient and she could not resist the devouring power at all. A wisp of her Essence Spirit left her body 

and flew towards the Ghost Immortal opposite her!The Martial Dao Primordial Body's Dao Arts were 

unable to cause any harm to these Ghost Immortals.However, he had a treasure on him that could kill a 

Ghost Immortal!Using his sleeves, Wu Dao's main body swept up a dim bronze lamp from his storage 



bag and smashed it towards the Ghost Immortal opposite him."Hehe."The old man laughed strangely 

and reached out with his withered and rotten palm, grabbing towards the shabby bronze lamp. "Kid, you 

can't hurt me … Ah!"Before the old man could finish, he shrieked.It was too late for him to dodge and 

shake off the soul lamp!Right before Wu Dao's main body, the old man turned into streams of light and 

entered the bronze lamp, vanishing completely.There was clearly an additional layer of oil at the bottom 

of the bronze lamp.Back then, the Ghost Immortal in the Emperor's tomb was almost sucked to death by 

the soul lamp merely by touching it with his walking stick.This Ghost Immortal, on the other hand, did 

not even have a chance to escape if he dared to grab it with his bare hands!Demoness Ji's Essence Spirit 

returned to her consciousness and looked in the direction where the old man disappeared with a 

lingering fear.She heaved a sigh of relief. "To think that there would be a Ghost Immortal beneath this 

tomb chamber. I wonder what happened to the World Devastation Fiend Emperor back then for him to 

die here with such deep resentment." 

"Something's not right,"Wu Dao's main body put away the bronze lamp and murmured with a 

frown."What's wrong?" Demoness Ji was puzzled.Wu Dao's main body said, "The tomb above the World 

Devastation Fiend Emperor's tomb is exquisitely set up. It's clear that he was prepared for this. If he 

died, why would he leave behind such a tomb?"As Wu Dao's main body said that, he swept his gaze and 

realized that Demoness Ji was looking behind him with a pale expression!In the darkness behind Wu 

Dao's main body, a figure appeared slowly and approached silently like a ghost.It was a menacing face 

that resembled a malevolent ghost. In the darkness, it opened its mouth and swallowed the head of Wu 

Dao's main body!Another Ghost Immortal!Throughout the entire process, Wu Dao's main body's spirit 

perception did not react at all."Hurry and run!"Demoness Ji shrieked and pounced towards the Ghost 

Immortal in the darkness behind Wu Dao's main body without hesitation!When Wu Dao's main body 

noticed Demoness Ji's odd expression, he realized that he was in immense danger!His surroundings 

were dark and he might not be safe no matter where he hid!Wu Dao's main body reacted extremely 

quickly. With a shift of his spirit consciousness, he released a Martial Spirit Fire that entered the Soul 

Lamp.Swoosh!Instantly, the Soul Lamp was ignited and burned with a tiny golden flame. The light spread 

and enveloped his surroundings!"Ah!"The Ghost Immortal hidden behind him was affected by the 

golden light and seemed to be severely injured. Golden flames burst forth from his body and spread 

from the inside out, unable to be extinguished."Soul …"The Ghost Immortal only managed to say a single 

word before he was enveloped by the golden flames and devoured. His Essence Spirit was destroyed 

and his soul dissipated into nothingness!Demoness Ji paused in her tracks and looked at everything in 

shock.She had not expected that the seemingly inconspicuous bronze lamp in the hands of Wu Dao's 

main body would possess such power!Ghost Immortals did not have a true body and were in reality 

formed from their souls and resentment.However, the Soul Lamp was the nemesis of these Ghost 

Immortals! 

Both Wu Dao's main body and Demoness Ji's Essence Spirits were in their consciousnesses and were 

protected by their physical bodies. Their Soul Lamps were lit and shone with a golden light that did not 

harm them at all."What's going on? Why are there two Ghost Immortals here? Should we hurry and 

leave?"Demoness Ji's face was pale and she felt uneasy, feeling even more sinister than before.The 

surrounding darkness seemed to be filled with an indescribable chilling aura!With a grim expression, Wu 

Dao's main body rolled up the Soul Lamp in his hands and tossed it into the surrounding 

darkness."Ah! Ah! Ah! "The golden light dispersed the darkness and dozens of ghostly figures appeared 

instantly. They let out a series of tragic cries and squeezed to retreat, trying to avoid the light of the Soul 



Lamp!When she saw that, Demoness Ji's expression changed and she shuddered!There were dozens of 

Ghost Immortals hiding in the darkness! 

Chapter 2542 

Some of the Ghost Immortals were slower in dodging and were struck by the golden light of the Soul 

Lamp. Instantly, their bodies burned with golden flames and they were reduced to ashes!Wu Dao's true 

body felt his heart skip a beat.Out of caution, he had probed the darkness over there. To think that he 

would see dozens of Ghost Immortals!Wu Dao's true body's gaze was grim as he rolled up the Soul Lamp 

and circled the darkness around him!"Ah! Ah! Ah! "A series of tragic cries could be heard from the 

surrounding darkness!In all directions, ghostly figures could be seen fleeing in panic wherever the light 

of the Soul Lamp shone.Psst!This time round, even Wu Dao's true body felt a chill run down his spine 

and his hair stood on end.When he circled the Soul Lamp earlier on, he had seen hundreds of Ghost 

Immortals!It was hard to imagine that there would be so many Ghost Immortals hiding in the darkness 

around them. They were silent and waiting for an opportunity to strike!If not for the Soul Lamp in his 

hand, the two of them would have been torn apart by the Ghost Immortals.What made him even more 

shocked and puzzled was the fact that there were so many Ghost Immortals in this tomb. What kind of 

place was this?Could it be that the hundreds of Ghost Immortals were formed from the corpses of 

Emperor Lords?Could it be that there were hundreds of Emperor Lords buried in this tomb 

chamber?That conjecture was way too shocking. Even Wu Dao's true body felt chills run down his spine 

when he thought about it!At the side, Demoness Ji was already dumbfounded and was so scared that 

she could not speak.Hundreds of Ghost Immortals meant that hundreds of Emperor Lords had died 

here. What did that mean?The Martial Dao Body took a deep breath, calmed his mind, and quickly 

calmed down.No matter what, he had to get rid of those Ghost Immortals first.Otherwise, they would 

be too much of a threat to the two of them if they were allowed to lurk in the darkness.At that thought, 

Wu Dao's true body rolled up the Soul Lamp and placed it in front of him. Then, he blew hard at the oil 

in the lamp!The oil of the Soul Lamp splattered everywhere and scattered on the ground, dispersing the 

surrounding darkness instantly."Soul Lamp!" 

"It's the Soul Lamp!"Many Ghost Immortals shrieked and fled into the depths of the darkness.Many 

Ghost Immortals were engulfed by the golden flames and were quickly incinerated into nothingness.Wu 

Dao's true body brought Demoness Ji along as he swept up his Soul Lamp and chased after the 

remaining ghost immortals.As the two of them continued onward, the light of the Soul Lamps dispelled 

the darkness. They could see that the ground beneath their feet was covered in dirt.Although there 

were no tombstones or markings, both of them could tell that these mounds were simple tombs!The 

space of this tomb was not too big. The terrain was long, like a coffin.Hundreds of Ghost Immortals had 

nowhere to hide in the coffin-shaped tomb. Soon, Wu Dao caught up with them and used his soul lamp 

to kill them all!The souls of these Imperial Emperors did not disperse. They gathered their resentment 

and formed a strange life form like the Ghost Immortal. They were trapped here and could not see the 

light of day all year round, unable to enter the cycle of reincarnation.The fact that Wu Dao's true body 

had killed him was a form of relief for them.After killing all the Ghost Immortals here, the Soul Lamp 

absorbed a large number of souls and was filled with oil. The range of its light expanded significantly and 

illuminated the entire space!Wu Dao's true body and Demoness Ji turned back and saw that the path 

they came from was filled with inconspicuous tombs. However, they were filled with an indescribable 

might and shock!The tomb was not big but there were more than a thousand tombs buried 

here.Furthermore, all of those tombs might be the tombs of Imperial Emperors!Not all Imperial 



Emperors would transform into Ghost Immortals after their deaths.Therefore, although there were 

more than a thousand Imperial Emperor tombs here, there were only a few hundred Ghost 

Immortals.Even so, this scene was a huge blow to Wu Dao's true body and Demoness Ji!Who would 

have thought that there would be a tomb of emperors beneath the tomb of the Fiend Emperor!What 

happened back then that caused more than a thousand Imperial Emperors to die here?If all of those 

Imperial Emperor experts came from the same era, it meant that more than half of the Imperial 

Emperors of that era were buried here!What was going on with this tomb of emperors?Back then, the 

World Devastation Fiend Emperor built his tomb above this place. Did he know about the situation 

below? 

In the mind of Wu Dao's true body, he could not help but recall the upheaval that Immortal Yun Zhu 

mentioned to Qinglian's true body about!At that time, Yunzhu was also not sure if this turmoil really 

existed because almost all the records and traces of this turmoil had been erased, leaving only some 

vague records.Could the sudden deaths of the emperors be related to that upheaval?Countless doubts 

flashed through the minds of Wu Dao's true body and Demoness Ji.The two of them stood on the spot 

and could not recover for a long time.Demoness Ji seemed to have thought of something as she frowned 

and tried her best to recall.Wu Dao's true body turned around and looked at the end of the tomb where 

there was a thick stone tablet that was dozens of feet tall.The stone tablet looked ancient and heavy, 

filled with a deathly aura of time. It was blank and there was nothing on it.A thought flashed through the 

mind of Wu Dao's true body as he looked at the gigantic stone tablet.Although there were no traces of 

the stone tablet, it gave him the feeling that it was more like a tombstone that was suppressing this 

place!He did not know who set up this tombstone. However, it could solve a question in his 

mind.Perhaps, the existence of this tombstone was the reason why hundreds of Ghost Immortals were 

suppressed here and could not escape.Right then, a loud bang sounded from the east of the tomb, as 

though a huge battle was breaking out above!Rumble!Boom! The tomb of the Fiend Emperor above was 

shaking violently and could collapse at any moment!Wu Dao's true body and Demoness Ji were hiding in 

the tomb chamber at the bottom and were not affected."If I'm not wrong, Cang Kong and the others 

must have discovered the War Fire Spear."Wu Dao's true body murmured softly.Right then, in the skies 

outside, dark clouds covered the sky and fiend qi lingered. A pair of gigantic eyes were hidden in the 

clouds, staring at the Backside Yin Mountain Range and emitting a terrifying aura!The fiends near the 

Backside Yin Mountain Range were shocked and knelt on the ground, trembling!Even the Grotto-Heaven 

realm Fiend Kings did not dare to hesitate when they sensed the aura from the skies. They knelt on the 

ground with a respectful expression.Even they could not withstand such an aura!The birth of the Fiend 

Emperor!"Who killed my son?!" 

Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao's voice was filled with suppressed anger, causing one's heart to tremble!His 

voice was like thunder, reverberating in the skies of the fiend territory!In the tomb of the Fiend 

Emperor, Fiend King Cang Kong and the others had just entered a tomb chamber when something 

happened. The War Fire Spear appeared and attacked them fiercely.Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao's gaze 

seemed to be able to penetrate the tomb and see this scene.Suddenly, a gigantic palm reached out from 

the clouds, covering the skies and grabbing towards the tomb!Boom!Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao's palm 

almost uprooted the entire Backside Yin Mountain Range. The tomb that was already on the verge of 

collapse collapsed instantly!The might of the Fiend Emperor was terrifying! 

Chapter 2543 



Wu Dao's true body summoned the Hell Suppression Cauldron and prepared to break through the void 

to leave with Demoness Ji.Given the methods of the Fiend Emperor, the two of them could not hide for 

long.If they were discovered by Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao, even if Wu Dao's true body could break 

through the void, he might not be able to return to the Avici Hell under the nose of Fiend Emperor Ling 

Xiao.Given the strength displayed by the Fiend Emperor earlier on, Wu Dao's true body did not doubt 

that Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao would be able to intercept him and capture the two of them back even if 

he entered the spatial tunnel!Right then, Demoness Ji suddenly said, "I seem to have remembered 

something!""What?" Wu Dao's true body asked instinctively.Demoness Ji said sternly, "The tomb 

beneath the World Devastation Fiend Emperor should be the tomb of a Great Emperor!"Wu Dao's true 

body's heart skipped a beat.Prior to this, who would have thought that there would be a tomb of a 

Great Emperor hidden beneath the tomb of the World Devastation Fiend Emperor in the depths of 

Backshade Mountain!However, thinking about it from another perspective, perhaps only a Great 

Emperor would be able to make a thousand Emperor Monarch's burial mounds be buried with 

him!However, he did not know what sort of existence this Great Emperor was in the past for him to be 

so terrifying as to kill so many Emperor Lords."Who is this Great Emperor?"Wu Dao's true body 

asked.Demoness Ji pursed her lips slightly and hesitated, as though she was wary of something.Right 

then, a loud bang sounded from the tomb of the Fiend Emperor above. Immediately after, a beam of fire 

surged into the skies with a resplendent glow, charging towards Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao who was in the 

clouds!The beam of fire emitted a scorching and terrifying aura and the power it burst forth could 

withstand the might of the Fiend Emperor and go against the momentum!The vast and majestic power 

even tore the void apart, leaving clear cracks in it!"Hmph, how dare an ownerless weapon be so 

brazen!"Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao harrumphed coldly and a saber shrouded in fiend qi appeared in his 

palm. It descended from the skies, as though it was going to split the heavens into two!Clang!Demon 

Emperor Ling Xiao's black saber struck the fiery light, revealing the true form of the fiery light. It was the 

War Fire Spear!Demon Emperor Ling Xiao was struck by the War Fire Spear, and his body shook 

violently. He revealed his true form and stood in the sky with a hint of shock in his eyes. 

 

Boom!The War Fire Spear fell to the ground and pierced through the earth. Huge spiderweb-like cracks 

appeared in the surroundings as the earth quaked and the mountains shook.On the battle spear, the 

flames burned even brighter!Within the raging flames, the War Fire Spear was burning red all over. It 

was almost transparent, and its aura was still rising!Wu Dao's true body and Demoness Ji exchanged 

glances, both feeling shocked.Who would have thought that the Monarch Armament, which had been 

buried for tens of millions of years, would be able to unleash such terrifying power as soon as it was 

reborn?Cang Kong and the other Demon Kings were also shocked as they watched the battle from 

below.This kind of battle, they could not intervene at all!"How is this possible?"Demon Emperor Ling 

Xiao was expressionless, but his heart was in turmoil.It was merely an Emperor Armament. Even if the 

spirit consciousness within was not destroyed and no one was controlling it, there was no way it could 

release such power!"Your master has already been dead for tens of millions of years. How dare you defy 

my heavenly might with a mere weapon!"Demon Emperor Ling Xiao stared at the blazing spear on the 

ground and shouted, "I'm here. Why don't you submit to me now?! “"Wherever the flames of war reach, 

it shall be my territory!"All of a sudden!A deep voice sounded from the ruins of the Fiend Emperor's 

tomb. It was filled with endless might and could not be defied!Demoness Ji's heart skipped a beat as she 

suddenly said, "Those were the words of the World Devastation Demon Emperor back then. How could 

…"She did not continue speaking nor did she dare to continue thinking about it.When he heard that, 



Demon Emperor Ling Xiao's expression turned grim as he glared at the ruins of the Fiend Emperor's 

tomb and said coldly, "Stop pretending. Who are you? Why don't you show yourself?"Back then, 

whenever the World Devastation Demon Emperor conquered a territory, he would throw out the War 

Fire Spear first.The living beings in this territory only had two choices. They could either submit or flee.If 

they resisted, the Axe of Destruction would descend and countless living beings would be massacred 

with blood flowing like rivers!That action earlier on was indeed the World Devastation Demon 

Emperor's style of doing things. However, without witnessing it personally, Demon Emperor Ling Xiao 

did not believe that the World Devastation Demon Emperor could survive until now! 

 

The lifespans of Emperor Lords and Thearchs were both tens of millions of years.Even the so-called 

Eternal Thearchs could not live for tens of millions of years!"How dare you bark in front of me when 

you've only cultivated half of my fiend sutra!"The deep voice sounded from the ruins of the tomb once 

more.However, that sentence revealed an even greater piece of information – it was horrifying!The 

World Devastation Fiend Sutra was created by the person who spoke.In that case, the identity of the 

owner of that voice was obvious!When Demon Emperor Ling Xiao heard that, he felt a little guilty as he 

stared fixedly at the ruins of the tomb with a bewildered expression.Rumble!In the ruins of the tomb, 

countless boulders were sent flying as a tall and burly figure slowly stood up from the ruins. His black 

hair danced in the wind, his eyes were blood-red, and he held a huge black axe in his hand.Although this 

figure was standing in the ruins of the tomb, his aura was even more powerful and terrifying than 

Demon Emperor Ling Xiao in the sky!No one had seen the World Devastation Demon Emperor's 

appearance before, but when many people saw this figure, they could be sure that this was the ruthless 

person from tens of millions of years ago, the World Devastation Demon Emperor!Wu Dao's original 

body had also seen the black fiend diagram. The figure drawn on the diagram was almost the same as 

the World Devastation Demon Emperor in front of him!How was that possible?The World Devastation 

Demon Emperor was not dead?A Demon Emperor who should have died long ago had actually 

reappeared in the world after tens of millions of years!All the living beings in the vicinity of the Back Yin 

Mountain Range were intimidated by the aura emitted from the World Devastation Demon Emperor, 

not daring to move at all!At this time, any unusual movement could lead to a fatal disaster!Between 

heaven and earth, it was as if the air had solidified as if it had come to a standstill.In the tomb of the 

Great Emperor, Wu Dao's original body finally understood one thing.Why was there a situation where 

the grotto-heavens of the Immortal Kings could not be released after they entered the Demon 

Cave?That was because the World Devastation Demon Emperor was not dead at all. The Demon Cave 

they had entered was actually a world created by the World Devastation Demon Emperor! 

 

In the world of the Demon Emperor, how could the grotto-heavens of the Immortal Kings be 

released?And when he and Demoness Ji fell into the tomb below the tomb, they were restored to their 

original state and could release mystic arts because the tomb they were in now was the tomb of a Great 

Emperor!Although the world of the Demon Emperor was powerful, its power could not cover the tomb 

of a Great Emperor.In the sky, Demon Emperor Ling Xiao looked down and met the gaze of the figure 

above the ruins of the tomb.At this moment, he seemed to have an illusion that the person below was 

looking down at him with cold eyes!He still could not believe it!The World Devastation Demon Emperor 

was actually still alive and had lived for tens of millions of years!Demon Emperor Ling Xiao could be sure 

of one thing. Even if the World Devastation Demon Emperor was still alive, he had not reached the level 



of a Great Emperor.Once he became a Great Emperor, all the Emperors in the Upper Realm would be 

able to sense it. 

Chapter 2544 

The two Demon Emperors faced off against each other.Demon Emperor Ling Xiao was still hesitating.He 

wanted to retreat, but he was worried that he would be deceived. After all, the World Devastator 

Demon Emperor had lived for tens of millions of years, and this was too unbelievable.At this moment, 

the World Devastator Demon Emperor slowly raised his head and looked at Demon Emperor Ling Xiao in 

the sky. "You have lost your last chance to live!"The World Devastator Demon Emperor waved his 

hand.The War Fire Spear that was stuck in the ground suddenly burst out, piercing through the void and 

piercing toward Demon Emperor Ling Xiao. It reached him in an instant!This time, it was even more 

ferocious and murderous than the War Fire Spear!At this moment, Demon Emperor Ling Xiao felt the 

World Devastator Demon Emperor's murderous intent.He was also sure that the other party was the 

ruthless World Devastator from tens of millions of years ago!Whoosh!Demon Emperor Ling Xiao did not 

dare to hesitate. He opened up a world and seemed to have merged with the world behind him. He held 

the saber with both hands and slashed at the War Fire Spear.Clang!There was a loud noise!Demon 

Emperor Ling Xiao's body shook violently. The world that he had just opened up was on the verge of 

collapsing!The World Devastator Demon Emperor's casual attack had such terrifying power and was 

unstoppable!Boom!Before Demon Emperor Ling Xiao could catch his breath, the World Devastator 

Demon Emperor's huge body suddenly rose from the ground. He leaped and slashed at Demon Emperor 

Ling Xiao with his black giant axe!At the same time, a huge black hole appeared behind the World 

Devastator Demon Emperor. War flames lingered outside, and demonic aura surged inside. It was the 

world that he had condensed, the World Devastator Demon Cave!Demon Emperor Ling Xiao could not 

retreat. He could only frantically urge his Primordial Spirit to condense the world and raise the demonic 

saber above his head.Boom!Demon Emperor Ling Xiao's world could not resist at all. It was on the verge 

of collapse and was directly swallowed by the World Devastator Demon Cave!Puchi!Under countless 

gazes, the War Fire Spear broke through the demonic saber and slashed Demon Emperor Ling Xiao's 

head. It did not stop and split him in half from top to bottom!Between heaven and earth, there was 

complete silence!Demon Emperor blood dyed half of the sky red! 

The War Fire Spear not only split Demon Emperor Ling Xiao's body, but it also instantly killed his 

Primordial Spirit.The Demon Emperor who had created the greatest power in the Demon Domain had 

dominated the world for many years. But who would have thought that just as he was born today, he 

would die on the spot, his blood staining the heavens!In fact, the reappearance of the World Devastator 

Demon Emperor had caused such a huge commotion that the other Demon Emperors who were 

originally hiding in the Demon Domain were also alarmed.However, these Demon Emperors did not 

reveal themselves. Instead, they hid in various corners of the Demon Domain and silently observed the 

situation.However, even they didn't expect that Demon Emperor Ling Xiao would be hacked to death by 

the World Devastator Demon Emperor within three moves. He didn't even have the chance to 

escape!One had to know that to cultivate to the Imperial Emperor level, unless the difference in 

strength was huge.Otherwise, it would have been very difficult for him to die.Who would have thought 

that Demon Emperor Ling Xiao would die in less than three moves from the infamous Demon Emperor 

Ling Xiao!"If you cultivate the Demonic Dao, you shouldn't establish any faction. You'll be tied down by 

too many karmic ties. This time, if it wasn't for the fact that he wanted to avenge his son, he wouldn't 

have ended up like this. “"It's fate. He cultivated the World Devastator Demon Scripture to step into the 



Imperial Realm. How could he resist the creator of the World Devastator Demon Scripture?""Let's 

disperse. With this reappearance, I'm afraid the Demon Domain will become his world in the 

future.""Hehe, it's not just the Demon Domain. How can the Pure Lands and the Nine Heavens Immortal 

Realm be spared? Now that he has reappeared, he will definitely make a comeback and conquer the 

heavens. At that time, I'm afraid the three thousand realms will be involved in the flames of war! 

""These years, there have been many chaotic events. Many signs have already shown that a great 

calamity is coming. Although we are Imperial Emperors, we may not be able to escape …"Several Demon 

Emperors who were hiding in various parts of the Demon Domain secretly communicated with each 

other. Then, they calmed down and retracted their auras before disappearing.…Demon Emperor Ling 

Xiao had died!This scene had a huge impact on everyone's soul and vision!Cang Kong and the other 

Demon Kings turned pale.Even Demon Emperor Ling Xiao couldn't block the World Devastator Demon 

Emperor's axe. If this ruthless person wanted to kill them, it would be as easy as crushing a few ants! 

"Greetings, Demon Emperor. I, Cang Kong, am willing to submit!"Demon King Cang Kong was the first to 

react. He immediately knelt on the ground to show his obedience.Demon Emperor Ling Xiao had already 

died. Naturally, these experts of Ling Xiao Palace couldn't continue to guard Ling Xiao Palace.Demon 

King Lu Cang and the others also knelt down.The Dark Sky Demon God and the other Demon Kings all 

had their own sects and forces. They were actually quite reluctant to submit to the World Devastator 

Demon Emperor.However, the World Devastator Demon Emperor was too powerful. He had just 

appeared and killed an Imperial Emperor. They didn't dare to express their dissatisfaction.Seeing that 

Demon King Cang Kong and the others had submitted, the Dark Sky Demon God and the other Demon 

Kings had an ugly expression. They were hesitant.At this moment, the World Devastator Demon 

Emperor turned his head slightly. His blood-red eyes looked toward the Dark Sky Demon God and the 

others.Hiss!The Dark Sky Demon God and the other Demon Kings instantly felt a chill run down their 

spines!Trembling with fear, the dozen or so Demon Kings fell to their knees without a second thought. 

They prostrated themselves on the ground, not daring to have the slightest bit of disloyalty!Even the 

Demon Kings couldn't withstand the World Devastator Demon Emperor's ferocious aura. The demons 

near Back Yin Mountain couldn't withstand it either.No matter which sect they belonged to, no matter 

how high their cultivation level was, the demons all knelt down to show their submission.Under the 

World Devastator Demon Emperor's pressure, no one dared to escape!Wu Dao's original body watched 

this scene with a myriad of thoughts.Not long ago, a peerless Demon Emperor Bo Xun appeared.And 

today, another ruthless person from tens of millions of years ago appeared in the world again!In the 

future, if both of them wanted to occupy the territory of the Demon Territory, there would definitely be 

a fight!The World Devastator Demon Emperor's appearance inadvertently helped him get rid of the 

huge threat that was Demon Emperor Ling Xiao.Now that Demon Emperor Ling Xiao was dead, even if 

he killed the Imperial Prince Ling Xian, no one would find trouble with him anymore.However, although 

the threat of Demon Emperor Ling Xiao was removed, an even more terrifying and dangerous existence 

appeared.And this existence was probably not a good thing for him and the Heaven Barren Sect! 

Wu Dao's original body did not act rashly.If he and Demoness Ji hid in the tomb of the Great Emperor, 

they might be able to hide and avoid the detection of the World Devastator Demon Emperor.If they 

broke through the voids rashly and escaped this place, they might alert the World Devastator Demon 

Emperor instead!"Right, you haven't told me which Great Emperor is in this tomb."Wu Dao's original 

body sent a voice transmission to Demoness Ji and asked secretly.Demoness Ji was hesitant when he 

asked about that earlier on.Thereafter, a huge change happened above and the World Devastator 

Demon Emperor appeared. Both of them were focused on the outside.Therefore, Demoness Ji had 



never been able to reveal the Great Emperor's name."It's not that I'm not telling you,"Demoness Ji said, 

"In the memories of the Nine Netherworld Emperor, this Great Emperor was extremely secretive as well. 

It was as though the name of this Great Emperor is a taboo that cannot be mentioned …" 

Chapter 2545 

"Unmentionable?"Wu Dao's true body furrowed his brows slightly.Be it the Eternal Life Emperor or the 

Infernal Emperor that he knew of, all of them were recorded in the annals of history and left behind 

countless legends.What was so special about this Emperor that even the Nine Netherworld Emperor was 

wary of him?Demoness Ji hesitated for a long time before sending a voice transmission, "The title of this 

Emperor should be Heaven Burial."Boom!Although she sent a voice transmission with her spirit 

consciousness, the moment those two words sounded in the mind of Wu Dao's true body, the gigantic 

stone stele beside him began to vibrate violently, as though it sensed something!Demoness Ji was 

shocked and retreated a few steps.Wu Dao's true body turned around and saw a thick layer of dust and 

gravel falling off the surface of the stone stele – it was filled with words!Wu Dao's true body raised the 

Soul Lamp in his hands hurriedly and let the light of the Soul Lamp envelop the stone stele as he focused 

his attention.On the leftmost row of the stone stele, there were three words carved – Heaven Burial 

Sutra!"Heaven Burial Sutra …"Wu Dao's true body muttered instinctively.As though he had triggered 

some sort of restriction, the moment Wu Dao's true body said the words, the stone stele that recorded 

them began to shatter and fall off.Furthermore, the situation was still spreading and the stone stele was 

already filled with cracks!"It's a forbidden secret manual left behind by the Emperor Heaven Burial! 

Hurry and memorize it!" Demoness Ji was the first to react and said hurriedly.Wu Dao's true body 

realized the importance of this matter as well and called out to Qinglian's true body. He released the 

Spirit Potency Art right away and established a connection with Qinglian's true body!Far away in 

Qiankun Academy, Qinglian's true body's eyes stirred suddenly, as though she had transcended the 

voids to look at the stone stele in the depths of the fiend domain!Time was tight and the stone stele 

could be destroyed at any moment. The two true bodies were telepathically connected.Qinglian's true 

body memorized the first half while Wu Dao's true body memorized the second half, imprinting all the 

sutras on the gigantic stone stele into his mind!Demoness Ji widened her eyes and tried her best to read 

the sutras on the stone stele.However, she merely read two lines before feeling a piercing pain in her 

eyes. Tears flowed uncontrollably and she could only give up helplessly. 

 

Whoosh!The huge stone tablet didn't last long before it crumbled and turned into a pile of dust.The 

Heaven Burial Sutra's true body was Heaven Burial Sutra was Heaven Burial Sutra.Thankfully, the two's 

true body's true body's true body's true body was Heaven Burial Sutra's true body's true body'sThe 

Body's true's's Heaven Burial Sutra's true Body's true body 'Su's true body's true's Body's Heaven's Sutra 

Sutra Sutra's Susutra Sutra Susutra's true body's Sutra Susususutra's Sutra Sutra's Sutra's Susutra ''s 

it....Sutra Susutra's Sutra Sutra Sutra SutraIf the Green Lotus True Body cultivated another taboo mystic 

technique, his battle prowess would rise to another level!Sutra Susutra Sutra Sutra Sutra Sutra 

Susutra?He could almost conclude that this was a demonic art, a taboo secret scripture belonging to the 

demonic path!Wu Dao's true body had no other requests for Demoness Ji this time around.Who would 

have thought that he would be ambushed by a Ghost Immortal in this tomb chamber? Instead, he had 

used the Soul Lamp to help the Ghost Immortal transcend, filling the Soul Lamp with oil.Moreover, he 

had even obtained a taboo secret manual by accident!This was a great opportunity!So what if he didn't 

obtain the World Annihilation Demon Scripture?Although the World Annihilation Demon Scripture was 



powerful, it still hadn't reached the level of a forbidden secret scripture.As for the Heaven Burying 

Scripture, it could be said to be a true taboo secret scripture!More than a thousand God Monarchs were 

buried with the Sky Burying Monarch. It wasn't hard to imagine how terrifying the Sky Burying Monarch 

was back then!The Heaven Burial Scripture. Just by hearing this name, one could feel a ferocious and 

arrogant aura!Was the Great Emperor trying to bury the all-heavens?Along with the collapse of the giant 

stone tablet, the tomb seemed to be unable to hold on any longer. It was on the verge of collapsing, 

shaking violently as if it could collapse at any moment!"Let's go, let's leave this place first!"Wu Dao's 

true body summoned the Hell Suppressing Cauldron and broke through the void, bringing Demoness Ji 

into the dimensional tunnel.Although he was delighted to obtain the Heaven Burial Scripture, he did not 

forget that there was still a terrifying Fiend Emperor from tens of millions of years ago guarding 

outside.The commotion here might alarm the Fiend Emperor – he had to leave as soon as possible! 

 

Wu Dao's true body still had many doubts about the World Annihilation Demon Emperor. However, at 

that moment, he did not have the time to think about it.Just as the two of them entered the 

dimensional tunnel, Wu Dao's true body turned back to look in the direction of the World Annihilation 

Demon Emperor and could not help but feel his heart skip a beat!At that moment, the World 

Annihilation Demon Emperor was staring at them as well!However, the World Annihilation Demon 

Emperor did not attack and merely looked at him deeply before ignoring him.Before long, Wu Dao's true 

body brought Demoness Ji back to the Avici Hell.Wu Dao's true body fell into deep thought when he 

recalled the final gaze of the World Annihilation Demon Emperor."His final gaze at you was a little 

strange."Demoness Ji also noticed what happened and said in confusion.There were countless demons 

present and only the two of them managed to escape from the World Annihilation Demon Emperor.That 

action was practically a provocation towards the World Annihilation Demon Emperor!Since he had 

already discovered them, given the World Annihilation Demon Emperor's personality, he would 

definitely attack and kill the two of them on the spot!However, the World Annihilation Demon Emperor 

did not attack and allowed the two of them to leave."Could he be wary of Emperor Lord Bo Xun behind 

you?"Demoness Ji furrowed her brows and probed.Wu Dao's true body shook his head. "The World 

Annihilation Demon Emperor is an expert from tens of millions of years ago. He doesn't recognize 

Emperor Lord Bo Xun at all.""Furthermore, given his personality and methods, he wouldn't have any 

qualms even if he knew about Emperor Lord Bo Xun."Demoness Ji nodded. "However, that gaze of his 

was way too strange, as though there was a deeper meaning to it."Wu Dao's true body remained silent 

and could not think of an answer for the moment.He was also confused at the mention of Bo Xun.Bo 

Xun had just appeared and disappeared mysteriously once more.All these years, there was no news of 

him at all. It was as though something happened to this Emperor Lord who cultivated both fiend and 

Buddhist techniques and he disappeared completely without leaving any traces.Wu Dao's true body had 

used his name twice to intimidate others.If Emperor Lord Bo Xun was still alive, he would have come 

knocking long ago. 

 

"Let's go, I'll bring you back to Heaven Barren Sect."Wu Dao's true body said, "There are still some old 

friends of Heaven Barren Sect there. If they see you return, they'll definitely be 

surprised.""Alright,"Demoness Ji agreed right away.Now that Fiend Emperor Ling Xiao was dead, the 

threat that Ling Xiao Palace posed to them was eliminated as well. She could join Heaven Barren Sect 

openly without attracting any trouble.To be precise, Ling Xiao Palace might be completely removed from 

this day forth!From now on, the territory of the fiend region would belong to the World Annihilation 



Demon Emperor before Emperor Lord Bo Xun appeared!Wu Dao's true body brought Demoness Ji out of 

Avici and activated the teleportation formation near the Grand Tie Wei Mountain to return to Heaven 

Barren Sect. 

Chapter 2546 

Demon Realm, Heaven Barren Sect.The core cultivators of the sect were gathered in the Heaven Barren 

Hall. Apart from Yan Beichen, Ming Zhen, Gu Tongyou, Qiu Siluo, Feng Ziyi, and Sky Wolf, there were 

also some other cultivators.The Heavenly Rage Thunder Emperor suddenly gathered everyone together. 

Furthermore, he looked very serious. Everyone knew that something big must have 

happened!"Something happened at Shadow Back Mountain."Heaven's Wrath Thunder Emperor 

hesitated and said, "Sect Master just went there."Not many people knew the true identity of Wu Dao's 

real body. They were all people of Heaven Barren Continent. This was Su Zimo's secret.Usually, if there 

were outsiders present in Heaven Barren Sect, Thunder Emperor and the others would call Wu Dao's 

real body Patriarch."Something happened to Patriarch?"A cultivator couldn't help but ask.Thunder 

Emperor shook his head and said, "So far, I haven't received any definite news, but I heard that the 

tomb of the Demon Emperor has appeared and attracted many Demon Kings. Even the Demon Emperor 

of Lingxiao Palace was alarmed!"The Demon Emperor had appeared!Everyone's expression changed as 

they realized the seriousness of this matter.Everyone knew the means of Wu Dao's real body. With the 

Hell Suppressing Cauldron, even if he couldn't defeat an Immortal King, he could break through the void 

at any time and hide in the Avici Hell.But if a Demon Emperor appeared, it would be a completely 

different concept!A cultivator said in a deep voice, "I received news that Patriarch and the Emperor of 

Lingxiao Palace had a conflict outside the Demon's Den.""The appearance of Demon Emperor Lingxiao is 

very likely because of this."Another cultivator said, "Deputy Patriarch, quickly ask Emperor Bo Xun to 

come out. If Demon Emperor Lingxiao appears, Heaven Barren Sect will be in danger of being 

destroyed!""I don't know where Emperor Bo Xun is."Thunder Emperor shook his head slightly and said, 

"I called you here this time because I want you to go outside the Heaven Realm and find a star to 

hide.""Where are you going?" Sky Wolf asked.Thunder Emperor said, "I'm going to the Central Continent 

of the Demon Realm to take a look.""I'm going too!"Yan Beichen immediately said.The Heaven Wrath 

Thunder Emperor said, "Your cultivation base is not high enough. Even if you go, it won't help. Your 

mission is to protect the Heaven Wasteland Sect as much as possible.""No need." 

 

At this moment, a man and a woman stepped into the hall.The man was wearing a purple robe and a 

silver mask. He was Wu Dao's main body.The woman was dressed in white, and she had a face that 

could charm all living things. Her eyes were like water, and there were ripples in them.When the woman 

saw some familiar figures from the Heaven Barren Sect, she could not help but smile happily.Everyone 

was stunned by the woman's smile.Forget the cultivators in the hall, even Heavenly Wolf was staring 

with wide eyes. His mouth was wide open, and he didn't even notice the drool flowing out of the corner 

of his mouth.The first to regain his senses was still the Thunder Emperor.He was an Immortal King after 

all, and he'd encountered a great calamity in the Upper Dimensions and been imprisoned for a few tens 

of thousands of years. So, his Dao Heart had been tempered a long time ago, and it was tempered to the 

point it was flawless.Almost as soon as the Thunder Emperor regained his senses, Ming Zhen's 

expression changed. His eyes regained clarity, and he softly chanted the name of Buddha.Ming Zhen had 

inherited the inheritance of Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva and Emperor Ananda. His Buddhist heart was clear 

and his Dharma was profound, so he quickly extricated himself from the charm.The third to regain his 



senses was Yan Beichen.When he first saw the woman, he had an illusion that the woman seemed to 

have turned into Qin Pianran and was smiling at him.However, he cultivated the Fiend Buddhist 

Obsession Sutra and quickly realized that Qin Pianran was already dead – it was merely an obsession in 

his heart!As a woman, Qiu Siluo was also charmed by the woman's smile. For a moment, she was a little 

absent-minded.Suddenly, a flute sounded. 315 Chinese NetworkIt was Gu Tongyou who was the first to 

regain his senses. He played the flute.Qiu Siluo's heart skipped a beat, and she instantly came back to 

her senses. She smiled at Gu Tongyou, and at the same time, her fingertips gently plucked the strings of 

the instrument.The instrument and flute played together.Feng Ziyi shuddered and woke up to the sound 

of the flute.As for Sky Wolf and some others in the main hall, they were still immersed in their own 

illusions and had long forgotten where they were.Wu Dao's true body did not stop anything from 

happening – it was good for everyone in the main hall to witness Demoness Ji's methods. 

 

Suddenly realizing something, Demoness Ji took out a thin veil from her storage bag to cover her 

face.She cultivated a forbidden secret manual and had long fused the profoundness of it with her 

body.Even if she did not release her cultivation technique, every single frown, smile and action of hers 

was naturally bewitching and alluring.Now that she had covered her face, everyone finally snapped out 

of their stupor.Sky Wolf shuddered and subconsciously lowered his head to take a look.His saliva had 

already formed a huge puddle in front of him!"How embarrassing!"Sky Wolf cursed in his heart. He 

quietly lay on the ground and covered the water stain. Then, he guiltily glanced at the Martial Dao 

Body."Little monk Ming Zhen, Brother Yan Beichen, you guys are here too!"Demoness Ji was all smiles as 

she waved to the two of them."Amitabha, amitabha …"Ming Zhen looked down at his nose, his nose at 

his mouth, and his mouth at his heart. He chanted the name of Buddha a few times in his heart before 

he smiled at her and said, "Benefactress, how have you been?"In Yan Beichen's heart, there was only 

Qin Pianran.Facing Demoness Ji, he nodded his head rather calmly. "Another old friend of Tianhuang 

Mainland. It's time for me to raise my brows!"Demoness Ji paused for a moment on Qiu Siluo and Gu 

Tongyou.The two of them looked unfamiliar and should not be from Tianhuang Mainland.However, 

Demoness Ji quickly guessed their identities and smiled gently. "I've long heard of the Zither and Flute 

Fiends of Tianhuang Sect over the years. Now that I've met you today, you do live up to your 

reputation.""Your zither and flute are truly beautiful. My name is Yao Yan. I hope to learn from you in 

the future."Qiu Siluo and Gu Tongyou nodded towards Demoness Ji in greeting.Finally, her gaze landed 

on the Thunder Emperor of Heaven's Wrath as she murmured, "Could this be …"Although she was from 

Lingxiao Palace, she had heard of Heaven's Wrath as well!"I'm Feng Cantian and I was once from 

Tianhuang Mainland as well!"The Thunder Emperor stood up with a smile.Wu Dao's true body said, "You 

should have heard of Brother Feng's name in Tianhuang Mainland. He's one of the emperors, the 

Thunder Emperor!""Ah!"She exclaimed softly with a stern expression and bowed hurriedly. "Greetings, 

Senior Thunder Emperor, I'm Ji Yaoyan!" 

 

Be it Su Zimo or Demoness Ji, both of them were filled with respect towards the ancient emperors.In 

that cruel and bloody era of Tianhuang Mainland, it was because of the ancestors of the human race like 

the ancient emperors who did not fear death and fought valiantly that they were able to suppress the 

Primordial Nine Races and chase them to a corner of Tianhuang Mainland, creating a glorious era that 

belonged to the human race!"There's no need for formalities,"The Thunder Emperor waved it off. 

"Although you're a junior, that fiend technique of yours is indeed powerful."Although the Thunder 

Emperor did not know that Demoness Ji had cultivated a forbidden secret manual, he was discerning 



and experienced. He could tell that Demoness Ji had immense potential and was definitely not weaker 

than Ming Zhen, Yan Beichen and the others!Pondering for a moment, the Thunder Emperor said, "The 

Patriarch once established the Seven Emotions Fiend Generals and I was one of them as well. If you 

don't mind, there's a suitable position for you.""Oh?"Demoness Ji's beautiful eyes swirled as she looked 

at Wu Dao's true body and asked with a smile, "Could it be the Seven Emotions Lust? “ 

Chapter 2547 

There would be a chance.Wu Dao's true body nodded.Regarding this point, he and the Thunder Emperor 

had the same thought.Of the seven emotions, Demoness Ji was probably the only one who could control 

the Dao of Desire.Furthermore, no one present dared to raise any objections based on what she did 

earlier on!With the addition of Demoness Ji, there were already six Seven Emotions Demon 

Generals.Right now, there was no suitable candidate left for the Dao of Fear.Wu Dao's true body was 

not in a hurry.Forcefully gathering the Seven Emotions Demon Generals was meaningless to him and 

Heaven Barren Sect.Among the six Demon Generals, apart from the Thunder Emperor's Wrath, whose 

cultivation realm was far superior, Demoness Ji was the highest among the other five.The other four 

were not many and were almost all at Rank 3 or Rank 4 Heavenly Immortals.Given their potential, it was 

only a matter of time before they cultivated to Rank 9 Heavenly Immortals or even the True 

Ones!Suddenly, Gu Tongyou asked with a melancholic expression, "Patriarch, I heard that you had a 

feud with Lingxiao Palace and even the Lingxiao Demon Emperor was alarmed. Is that true?"The other 

cultivators felt their hearts skip a beat.This matter concerned the survival of Heaven Barren Sect and no 

one dared to be careless!Wu Dao's true body said, "Don't worry, Lingxiao Palace is already destroyed 

and the Lingxiao Demon Emperor is dead."Psst!Wu Dao's true body's tone was calm. However, his 

words were earth-shattering to everyone!Lingxiao Palace was the largest faction in the fiend territory 

but it was already destroyed and even the Lingxiao Demon Emperor was dead?"Tell us."Wu Dao's true 

body looked at Demoness Ji.He wanted to make use of this opportunity to integrate Demoness Ji into 

Heaven Barren Sect.Although Demoness Ji's peerless features were covered, her voice was gentle and 

pleasant as she recounted everything that happened near Yin Back Mountain.Everyone was mesmerized 

and their minds were alternating between nervousness, shock and fear as Demoness Ji described it – it 

was as though they were there personally."That's impossible!"Tian Lang was puzzled. "Even the lifespan 

of a Great Emperor is only about ten million years. I heard that the Longevity Great Emperor has only 

lived for about twenty million years. How is it possible for the Heaven Devastation Demon Emperor to 

live until now?" 

 

This was also something that Wu Dao's main body didn't understand."Will he reincarnate?"Just as Sky 

Wolf voiced his conjecture, he shook his head and denied it. "That's also impossible. If he reincarnated, 

there should be someone to guide him.""Furthermore, it's impossible for him to possess such terrifying 

battle prowess after reincarnating."Heaven Wrath Thunder Emperor asked, "The World Devastation 

Devil Emperor has a cruel temperament and loves to go on expeditions. If he starts a war, will he attack 

us?"In the mind of Wu Dao's main body, he couldn't help but recall the meaningful look in the World 

Devastator Devil Emperor's eyes before he left.If the World Devastation Devil Emperor wanted to attack 

him, he would have had the chance just now!"At least not in the short term."Wu Dao's main body 

muttered, "The Heaven Wasteland Sect is located at the edge of the Demon Domain. Even if the World 

Devastation Demon Emperor wants to conquer the Demon Domain, he won't be able to reach here in a 

short time."Everyone was slightly relieved.Wu Dao's main body added, "The World Devastation Devil 



Emperor has appeared, and the Demon Domain will definitely be in chaos. It may implicate countless 

sects and forces. From today onwards, the Heaven Wasteland Sect no longer needs to expand. Just wait 

and see. "The name of the Heaven Wasteland Sect and Araki Takeshi had long spread throughout the 

Demon Domain, and even the Heaven Domain.If there were other old friends of the Heaven Wasteland 

Sect, they would definitely know and take the initiative to come over.If the Heaven Wasteland Sect 

continued to expand, it may instead be involved in the chaotic situation of the Demon Domain. The 

gains did not make up for the losses.The gaze of Wu Dao's main body fell on Qiu Si Luo, and suddenly 

asked, "You were injured before?"Qiu Si Luo hesitated for a moment, but still nodded and said, "It's all 

right. I'll be able to recover after resting for a while."Yan Beichen said, "Several desperadoes of the 

Demon Domain came for Fellow Daoist Gu and Fellow Daoist Qiu. Fortunately, Senior Thunder Emperor 

arrived in time and killed them!""What cultivation level, how many people?" Wu Dao's main body 

asked."There aren't many people."Gu Tongyou said, "One True Demon and three Ninth Level Heavenly 

Immortals.""Is there a grudge between them?" Wu Dao's main body asked again.Qiu Si Luo shook her 

head slightly and said, "These four people are very unfamiliar. I've never seen them before." 

 

Thunder Emperor said, "I left one alive and used a soul-searching technique on him. I saw some 

information. These people were entrusted by someone.""I didn't find out who ordered them."Gu 

Tongyou's expression was complicated, and he did not speak.Qiu Si Luo seemed to know something, but 

she pursed her lips and did not say anything.Wu Dao's main body suddenly said, "If I'm not wrong, it 

should be someone from the Immortal Domain. Or, it's very likely to be the work of the Zither 

Immortal."Qiu Si Luo said, "The two of us guessed that it should be her, and that she came for the Soul 

Hooking Zither and the Desolate Flute.""She's really persistent. She dares to chase us here!"Wu Dao's 

main body's eyes were cold, and his tone was cold."Patriarch, forget it."Qiu Si Luo said, "Anyway, she 

didn't succeed. After this failure, I guess she won't do anything in the future.""Since she's already here, 

we can't just let it go like this!"Tian Lang clamored, unwilling to be at a disadvantage.Wu Dao's main 

body thought for a while and said, "If I go to the Immortal Domain, I do have a chance to kill this woman, 

but …""Patriarch, you can't put yourself in danger."Qiu Si Luo hurriedly said, "Zither Immortal Mengyao 

is the princess of the Great Jin Dynasty, and she has been cultivating in the Flying Celestial Sect all year 

round. It's impossible to kill her."Wu Dao's main body shook his head slightly. He was not worried about 

this.For a woman like Zither Immortal Mengyao, if he killed her directly, it would be too easy for 

her.Only by dragging her down from the altar in front of everyone, making her lose all her face and lose 

all her glory would be the greatest punishment for her!Wu Dao's main body looked at Qiu Si Luo and 

suddenly asked, "Based on your attainments in the Zither Dao, how do you compare to Mengyao?""I've 

never competed with her. I don't know who's better."Qiu Si Luo shook her head slightly.Gu Tongyou 

said, "Her cultivation is far superior to yours, but you're definitely better than her in the Zither 

Dao.""You only know how to coax me."Qiu Si Luo shook her head and smiled, not taking it seriously. 

 

Wu Dao's main body suddenly said in a firm tone, "I also believe that you can beat Mengyao."Qiu Si Luo 

was stunned.Gu Tongyou might be coaxing and comforting her, but Patriarch would never do 

that.Qinglian's main body had heard Qiu Si Luo's music before. That kind of shock and emotion had even 

touched Wu Dao's main body, who was far away in the Lower World!If she hadn't integrated everything 

into the Zither Dao, her music would never have reached such a level!Wu Dao's main body had never 

heard Mengyao's music.But he had seen the ugliness and viciousness of Mengyao's heart!The Zither 

Immortal's heart was not pure. Even if her skills were better, she might not be able to play any touching 



music.Qiu Si Luo smiled bitterly and sighed, "She's the high and mighty Zither Immortal. I'm a nobody. 

It's hard to even see her, let alone have a chance to compete with her."Demoness Ji said, "She's the 

Zither Immortal, and you're the Zither Demon. You're already as famous as her!"Wu Dao's main body 

looked coldly in the direction of the Nine Heavens Immortal Realm and said meaningfully, "There will be 

a chance …" 

Chapter 2548 

Three days later, Divine Firmament Immortal Domain, Cosmic Academy.In his cave abode, Su Zimo 

opened his eyes and heaved a long sigh of relief.Now that Demoness Ji was fine, he was relieved.Apart 

from Demoness Ji, he was most worried about Xiaoning.Unlike monkey, Night Spirit, Kitsune and Lin 

Xuanji, Xiaoning ascended with the help of her core and her combat strength was not strong.Xiaoning 

might not be able to adapt to the cruel environment of the upper world.Of course, given Su Zimo's 

current reputation and faction, he could only search for her in the Divine Firmament Immortal Domain 

at most. He could not influence the other Immortal Domains.He would probably have to wait until he 

became a Perfected Immortal or even an Immortal King before he could make use of his status and 

reputation to search for Xiaoning in the Nine Firmament Immortal Domain.Of course, Xiaoning might 

not end up in the Heaven realm and could be in other realms.Everyone from Tianhuang Mainland 

reunited in the Fiend Domain. Wu Dao's true body did not enter seclusion immediately. Instead, he 

spent the entire night with the Thunder Emperor, Yan Beichen, Ming Zhen and Demoness Ji to reminisce 

about the past.The Thunder Emperor told Yan Beichen and the others about the ancient war where the 

emperors led the experts of the human race to fight, kill and gamble against the Primordial Nine 

Races.Demoness Ji and the others also told the Thunder Emperor about the war with the Primordial 

Nine Races in this lifetime and even the Blood Fiend catastrophe.At the mention of the excitement, 

everyone drank heartily!Three days later, Wu Dao's true body left once more.This time round, Wu Dao's 

true body did not choose to enter seclusion in Tianhuang Sect. Instead, he came to the Avici Hell.Many 

experts were buried in the Avici Hell and countless inheritances were left behind.Now that Wu Dao's 

true body obtained the taboo mystic manual, the Heaven Burial Sutra, he intended to browse through 

the cultivation techniques in the Avici Hell and enter seclusion there at the same time.This time round, 

he intended to perfect the Wu Dao before coming out of seclusion!The True Wu Dao Body was already 

at greater mastery and perfecting the Wu Dao was an urgent matter for his true body!In the cave abode 

of the academy.These days, Su Zimo did not cultivate in seclusion. Instead, he held the Bodhi Bead in his 

hand and comprehended the scriptures in the Sky Burial Scripture.Needless to say, the Heaven Burial 

Scripture was worthy of being a taboo secret scripture. Every single word in this scripture contained 

boundless profundities, and every single sentence was sufficient to make him ponder deeply for a long 

time. 

 

Fortunately, he had obtained the Bodhi Bead, which had significantly improved his comprehension of 

cultivation techniques.Otherwise, if he wanted to gain anything from the Heaven Burial Scripture, he 

would probably have to spend thousands of years!Su Zimo tried to reach out his palm and slowly 

pressed it forward.Instantly, a pitch-black fiend qi burst forth from his body. His palm vaguely 

transformed into a gigantic tombstone that was lifeless and lifeless!"Ah!"Not far away, Momo and Liu 

Ping went out and came back together. When they saw this scene, they exclaimed in shock.At this 

moment, Su Zimo looked extremely terrifying. His aura was cold and dark, and the tombstone in front of 

him seemed to want to bury the heavens!Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat, and he hurriedly dispersed the 



secret technique in the Heaven Burial Scripture.The Heaven Burial Scripture was indeed terrifying. Just 

Now, the power of this secret technique was probably not below the White Tiger's Corpse 

Bite!However, once this secret technique was released, the fiend qi was vast, and Su Zimo's aura 

underwent a huge change. Those who were observant would be able to recognize that this was a Fiend 

Dao Technique at a glance.If he was in the Nine Heavens Immortal Realm, it would not be good to 

release it casually."Is there anything going on outside?"Su Zimo looked at Momo and Liu Ping and 

asked.It had been three days since the birth of the World Devastator Demon Emperor of the Demon 

Region. If nothing went wrong, this news should have spread to every corner of the Heaven Realm!As 

expected, Liu Ping hurriedly recounted the news about the World Devastator Demon Emperor with a 

look of exultation and exultation."Even the Emperor is dead. That World Devastator Demon Emperor is 

really terrifying!"Liu Ping was speechless.Su Zimo smiled faintly.Although some of the news was slightly 

off, he did not refute it.For example, almost no one knew that Emperor Ling Xian had died in the hands 

of Wu Dao's original body!Compared to the death of Demon Emperor Ling Xiao, Emperor Ling Xian had 

been ignored.Even if someone noticed, they would subconsciously think that the Emperor had died in 

the hands of the World Devastator Demon Emperor.And Demon King Cang Kong and the others who 

knew the truth would not take the initiative to clarify.At that time, Wu Dao's original body had forcefully 

killed Emperor Ling Xian under the protection of a group of Demon Kings! 

 

If this matter was revealed, it would not look good on them.Because of the awakening of the World 

Devastator Demon Emperor, the rest, including Demon King Cang Kong and Wu Dao's original body, 

were almost ignored. No one paid attention to their actions.This matter caused a huge uproar in the 

Heaven Realm. The Immortal Emperors of the nine Immortal Domains were greatly shocked!Not only 

the Heaven Realm, but the Immortal Emperors of the other realms also became nervous when they 

heard about this.The World Devastator Demon Emperor was not a kind person!This person had fought 

everywhere and stepped on mountains of corpses. His hands were stained with the blood of countless 

people!In this life, he had just awakened and had already killed a Demon Emperor. Who knew how 

much blood he would cause in the future!"Actually, there is no need to be afraid."Liu Ping said, "I heard 

that there is a Heavenly King in the Pure Lands who successfully stepped into the Emperor Realm, 

greatly increasing the strength of the Pure Lands. He is called the Lord of Six Brahma Heaven!""It is said 

that this was originally the Lord of Six Brahma. When Bo Xun appeared, he killed a few Heavenly Kings 

and disappeared. Only this Lord of Six Brahma survived by luck.""The Lord of Six Brahma was a blessing 

in disguise. After this disaster, he gained enlightenment and became an Emperor a few days ago. He is 

now called the Lord of Six Brahma Heaven.""How rare."Su Zimo nodded.To be able to survive the hands 

of Bo Xun, he must be extraordinary.Liu Ping said, "I also heard that this Lord of Six Brahma Heaven had 

just stepped into the Emperor Realm and started to preach. He attracted many monks of the Pure Lands 

to follow him and his influence is growing.""The Nine Clouds Immortal Region and the Pure Lands will 

definitely join hands again," said Liu Ping."Last time, the Imperial Emperors of the Pure Lands and the 

Nine Clouds Immortal Region joined hands to kill Bo Xun. This time, Bo Xun and the World Destroyer 

have already appeared. The situation is serious. The Imperial Emperors of the Pure Lands and the Nine 

Clouds Immortal Region won't just wait for death. "Su Zimo nodded.The Meeting of the Nine Clouds was 

the best opportunity for the Nine Clouds Immortal Region and the Pure Lands to join hands.Originally, it 

was called the Meeting of the Nine Clouds Immortal Region.However, later on, the Nine Clouds 

Immortal Region and the Pure Lands had joined hands to kill Bo Xun. The Buddhists and the Deva-Kalpa 

Heaven had joined hands. Countless cultivators had gathered together to participate in the Meeting of 



the Nine Clouds Immortal Region and the Arhat List. 

 

Even though many years had passed and the Buddhists and the Celestial Immortal Region and the Arhat 

List hadn't gathered again, the Meeting of the Nine Clouds was still called the Meeting of the Nine 

Clouds.Bo Xun and the World Destroyer had already appeared. If nothing unexpected happened, the 

Buddhists and the Celestial Immortal Region would probably join hands to participate in the Meeting of 

the Nine Clouds.At that time, not only would there be geniuses from the Nine Clouds Immortal Region, 

but there would also be geniuses from the Pure Lands!The Imperial Emperors of the Celestial Immortal 

Region and the Buddhists and the Celestial Immortal Region would also take the opportunity to gather 

and discuss this matter.These things had nothing to do with Su Zimo for the time being.Wu Dao's real 

body was cultivating in the Hell of Avici, studying Wu Dao's cultivation techniques.Qinglian's real body 

was also cultivating in seclusion. She was preparing to break through to the Eighth Level before the 

Meeting of the Divine Firmament Immortal Region! 

Chapter 2549 

In the blink of an eye, 1,000 years had passed. It was getting closer and closer to the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Gathering.Over the years, as the prodigies of the various sects and factions came out of 

seclusion, the cultivators on the Heaven Roll were also predicted to change.Even the predicted top ten 

of the Heaven Leaderboard had a few people squeezed out and replaced.As the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Gathering approached, the competition on the Heaven Roll was predicted to be even more 

intense.However, the top five on the Heaven Roll were predicted to be unshakeable. Ever since the 

battle at Shura, there had been no changes!The first on the Heaven Roll was Yun Ting from the Purple 

Xuan Celestial Kingdom.Second was Qin Gu from the Mountain Sea Celestial Sect.Third was Su Zimo 

from the Heaven and Earth Academy.Fourth was Zong Feiyu from the Flying Celestial Sect.Fifth was Lie 

Xuan from the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom.These five people firmly occupied the top five on the 

Heaven Roll. No matter how fierce the battles behind them were, the five of them were as stable as 

mountains!Moreover, after the battle at Shura, the five of them had chosen to cultivate in seclusion and 

had not appeared."Su Zimo from the Heaven and Earth Academy is indeed powerful. The battle 1,000 

years ago brought great pressure to Yun Ting and the others. All these years, they have all gone into 

seclusion to improve.""Looks like the first on the Heaven Roll this time should be one of Yun Ting, Qin 

Gu, and Su Zimo.""Zong Feiyu is not weak either. After all, he was sealed by the Blood Fiend Seal at 

Shura, so his strength was reduced."As the date of the Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering 

approached, many cultivators came out of seclusion and gathered in groups to discuss the Heaven 

Roll.Overall, the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm had seven Heaven-grade factions, three Celestial 

Kingdoms, and four Celestial Sects.Although the Divine Firmament Palace was not among the seven 

factions, its status was extraordinary. It was also the true core of the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Realm!After all, the seven Heaven-grade factions did not have a Thearch behind them.However, the 

Divine Firmament Palace had a Celestial Emperor!Generally speaking, except for some special 

circumstances, the Divine Firmament Palace would not directly interfere with the matters of the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Realm. Instead, it was left to the seven Heaven-grade factions to manage.Even if 

one of the seven Heaven-grade factions were destroyed, the Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor might 

not appear. 

 

The rise and fall of immortal kingdoms and the rise and fall of sects were normal for immortal emperors 



who had long lifespans.As long as it did not threaten the Divine Firmament Palace or affect his position, 

there was no need for him to do anything.The Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering, which was held 

every 100,000 years, was the biggest event in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm.The event was 

hosted by the Divine Firmament Palace. At the same time, the Divine Firmament Palace wanted to show 

all the cultivators and sects in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm that the Divine Firmament Palace 

had an unshakable position.…There was only one day left until the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Gathering.Logically speaking, all the major sects and factions had to arrive at the Divine Firmament 

Palace one day in advance.Many cultivators and disciples of Cosmos Academy had already gathered 

outside the academy's teleportation hall.Normally, not everyone would have the chance to participate 

in the Divine Firmament Immortal Meeting.Generally speaking, only True Immortals and Celestial 

Immortals from other sects and factions were qualified to enter Divine Firmament Palace's territory.The 

seven Heaven-rank forces, on the other hand, received special treatment.The Divine Firmament Palace 

allowed the seven Heaven-grade forces to bring some Earth Immortals to participate in the competition 

to broaden their horizons.This time, there were two leaders from Cosmos Academy. They were both 

disciples of the academy's Patriarch, the Moonlight Sword Immortal and Painting Fairy Mo 

Qing.Normally, Painting Fairy Mo Qing would not be willing to participate in such an event.But this time, 

Painting Fairy Mo Qing had taken the initiative to ask for permission.1,000 years ago, Fairy Mo Qing had 

helped Su Zimo to save people in Green Cloud Mountain and even killed a True Immortal from the State 

of Jin.Therefore, over the years, rumors about Fairy Mo Qing and Su Zimo had spread far and wide in the 

Divine Firmament Immortal Realm.And this time, Fairy Mo Qing had taken the initiative to ask for 

permission, which made people's imaginations run wild.More than 100,000 disciples gathered in front of 

the academy's teleportation hall. Apart from most of the Celestial Immortals, there were also many 

outstanding outer sect disciples.Unless there were some special circumstances, no one wanted to miss 

this once-in-100,000-years event.Moreover, no one would have the chance to enter the Divine 

Firmament Palace under normal circumstances.Now was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. They could 

not miss it! 

 

At that moment, almost all the disciples who were going to participate in the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Meeting had gathered. But no one moved.Because there was still one person who had not 

arrived.More than 100,000 cultivators were waiting for one person, but most of the disciples looked 

normal and did not complain.Because this person had brought too much glory to the academy!First on 

the Earth roll, third on the Heaven roll, and the earth-shattering battle at the Shura Battlefield!The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal stood with her hands behind her back. Her eyes were closed, and her face 

was expressionless.In order to please the Moonlight Sword Immortal, a True Immortal suddenly 

muttered, "How arrogant. He actually made so many of us wait for him. Don't forget that Su Zimo is not 

the first on the Heaven roll, and he is not a true disciple of the academy! "Yang Ruoxu pondered and 

said, "He must be held back by something important. His Dao Child is guarding the door and not letting 

anyone in. It is very likely that he is at a critical moment in his cultivation and cannot be disturbed."Mo 

Qing suddenly said, "As long as we arrive at the Divine Firmament Palace one day in advance, there are 

still a few hours. We can make it.""But …"The True Immortal wanted to say something.The Moonlight 

Sword Immortal suddenly opened her eyes and interrupted him. "There's no harm in waiting. Junior 

Brother Su is competing for the Heaven roll this time to contribute to the academy. We have to be 

patient."Chen Xuan was stunned.'Isn't the Moonlight Sword Immortal at odds with Su Zimo?Why is she 

suddenly speaking up for Su Zimo today? '"Yes, yes, yes."Although he was confused, Chen Xuan 



hurriedly nodded in agreement.Yang Ruoxu frowned slightly and took a deep look at the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal. However, the latter's expression was normal and nothing could be seen.Not long after, 

a green-robed cultivator sped over from the direction of the inner sect and arrived in the blink of an eye. 

It was Su Zimo."Level 8 Heaven Immortal! Senior Brother Su has broken through again!"Some inner sect 

disciples were curious and released their divine senses to check Su Zimo's body. They were shocked and 

exclaimed.In an instant, countless divine senses swept across Su Zimo's body.Everyone was shocked!Su 

Zimo had just broken through to Level 7 Heaven Immortal in the Shura Battlefield. 

 

In less than a thousand years, he had advanced another level and stepped into Level 8 Heaven 

Immortal!The hundreds of thousands of Heaven Immortals present knew that in the Heavenly Origin 

Realm, it was harder to break through.Many of them had been stuck at Level 7 Heaven Immortal for 

tens of thousands of years and might not even touch the threshold of Level 8 Heaven Immortal, let 

alone break through.Su Zimo had entered the inner sect of the academy for less than five thousand 

years and had already cultivated to Level 8 Heaven Immortal!"Senior Brother Su has broken through 

again. His ranking on the Heaven Leaderboard should surpass Qin Gu and be ranked second.""The 

Heaven Leaderboard is predicted to be over. The rankings will not be updated.""Senior Brother Su has 

become a Level 8 Heaven Immortal. His chances of taking first place on the Heaven Leaderboard have 

increased!"Many of the academy disciples were excited and discussed.Yang Ruoxu sent a voice 

transmission to Su Zimo and secretly reminded him, "Brother Su, be careful of Moonlight. I feel that 

something is wrong with her."Su Zimo nodded without batting an eyelid."Let's go."The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal glanced at Su Zimo, turned around, and walked towards the teleportation hall. 

Chapter 2550 

The Divine Firmament Palace was built against the mountain, and there were many palaces. It was 

magnificent and majestic.The people from the Qiankun Academy were teleported outside the Divine 

Firmament Palace. Many disciples looked up at the Divine Firmament Palace not far away and felt 

shocked.Before the Divine Firmament Immortal Meeting began, a large number of cultivators had 

already gathered at the foot of the Divine Firmament Palace.They came from all over the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Realm. There were even some cultivators from other Immortal Realms. It was 

extremely lively."Look, the cultivators from the Qiankun Academy are here!"The arrival of more than 

100,000 disciples from the Qiankun Academy attracted the attention of countless cultivators."Which 

one is Su Zimo, who is predicted to be third on the Heaven List?""The one in the middle of the second 

row. He's wearing a green shirt and has delicate features.""He looks a little weak, like a scholar. I didn't 

expect him to be so powerful. He can fight six people who are predicted to be in the top ten of the 

Heaven List!"Almost all the cultivators in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm had heard of Su Zimo, 

but not many had seen him before."The woman in the lead of the Qiankun Academy is so 

beautiful!"Someone muttered to himself, his eyes staring straight ahead."It's the Painting Fairy, one of 

the four fairies, Painting Fairy Mo Qing!""Oh my god, the Painting Fairy is here too!"Some of the 

cultivators who had been talking about Su Zimo immediately turned their attention when they heard the 

name of the Painting Fairy.In an instant, Painting Fairy Mo Qing became the center of attention in the 

Divine Firmament Palace, attracting countless gazes!Compared to Su Zimo, who was predicted to be 

third on the Heaven List, Painting Fairy Mo Qing was much more famous.Moreover, Painting Fairy Mo 

Qing was the most low-key and mysterious of the four fairies. She had never participated in such a 

gathering before.Now that Painting Fairy Mo Qing had appeared, countless cultivators' eyes lit up and 



were pleasantly surprised."Why did Fairy Mo Qing suddenly come to the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Meeting?""You still don't know, right? I heard that Fairy Mo Qing and Su Zimo are very close. ""It must 

be a rumor. Previously, they said that something happened between Fairy Mo Qing and Yang Ruoxu, but 

it's all fake.""The rumors about Fairy Mo Qing and Su Zimo are not groundless. In the past few years, 

Fairy Mo Qing has appeared in public several times because of Su Zimo." 

Many busybodies were beaming with joy and whispering to each other.Such discussions naturally 

couldn't be hidden from the Moonlight Sword Immortal, Painting Immortal Mo Qing, and the others.The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal glanced at the Painting Fairy Mo Qing from the corner of her eye. The 

latter's expression was normal, as if she didn't care about the rumors.A hint of gloom flashed across the 

depths of the Moonlight Sword Immortal's eyes, and she became even more determined!"Fellow 

Daoists from the Cosmos Academy, sorry for the wait."At that moment, a woman came running from 

not far away. She had the badge of the Divine Firmament Palace hanging on her waist. She arrived in the 

blink of an eye and said, "I am Divine Crane. The Divine Firmament Palace has already prepared a place 

to stay. Please come with me."Su Zimo was slightly taken aback when he saw the Divine Crane 

Fairy.Back then, this woman seemed to be one of the six people in the sky above the battlefield in 

Shura."So it's Fairy Shen Crane. How have you been?"The Moonlight Sword Immortal cupped her fists at 

Fairy Divine Crane and greeted her.The Divine Crane Fairy nodded and smiled at the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal.The two of them had only met once and didn't have much of a relationship. Of course, she 

didn't take the greeting seriously.Her attention was focused on the other person from the Cosmos 

Academy!The Moonlight Sword Immortal didn't notice and asked again, "I heard that the Divine Crane 

Fairy will be participating in the Heaven List evaluation this time?"After all, the Divine Crane Fairy was a 

Perfected Immortal of the Divine Firmament Palace. If she could get to know her, it wouldn't be a bad 

thing.The Divine Crane Fairy didn't seem to hear anything. She walked in front and turned back to look 

at Su Zimo behind the Moonlight Sword Immortal. She smiled and said, "You should have seen me 

before, right?"Su Zimo hesitated for a moment, but didn't hide it. He nodded and said, "On the 

battlefield in Shura, I saw you from afar, but I couldn't see you clearly.""You're already very 

powerful."The Divine Crane Fairy smiled and said, "Back when you hadn't come out from the bottom of 

the lake, I thought very highly of you. Later, as expected …""You're already an Eighth Stage Heavenly 

Immortal? You're cultivating so fast! "The two of them chatted and laughed, ignoring the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal. 

With so many people present, the Moonlight Sword Immortal was ignored. She couldn't help but feel 

annoyed, and her face darkened."You won't live for long anyway!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

sneered in her heart.Not long after, the disciples of the Cosmos Academy entered the Divine Palace and 

disappeared from everyone's sight."The Four Fairies, the Zither Fairy and the Painting Fairy are both 

here. I wonder if I'll have the chance to see the Book Fairy and the Chess Fairy this time.""The Book Fairy 

might come. After all, Yun Ting is the younger brother of the Book Fairy, Yun Zhu.""If the Four Fairies can 

really come together, it'll be a grand occasion that the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm has never seen 

before."The Four Fairies had long been famous in the Heaven World, but in reality, the four of them had 

never appeared in the same place....The disciples of the Cosmos Academy arrived at the 

accommodations arranged by the Divine Firmament Palace. Many cultivators were excited and left to 

tour around.The Painting Fairy, Mo Qing, preferred silence and didn't walk around.Yang Ruoxu stayed by 

Su Zimo's side, afraid that the Moonlight Sword Immortal would harm Su Zimo.In the afternoon, 

someone knocked on the door.Yang Ruoxu scanned with her Divine Perception and felt relieved.There 

were only two people outside, and both of them were Heaven Immortals. One of them was Princess Chi 



Hong's brother, Xie Qingcheng.Su Zimo stood up and took the initiative to welcome the two of them 

in."Brother Su."Xie Qingcheng smiled when he saw Su Zimo.In just 1,000 years, Xie Qingcheng's aura had 

undergone a drastic change. He became more stable and dignified, and a hint of majesty flashed across 

his eyes from time to time.Behind Xie Qingcheng was Lie Xuan, who was predicted to be fifth on the 

Heaven Leaderboard!"Fellow Daoist Su, how have you been?"Lie Xuan cupped his fists at Su Zimo and 

said with a complicated expression.Even though Su Zimo had suppressed him twice in the Asura 

Battlefield, Su Zimo was still alive.But in his heart, he really couldn't bring himself to hate Su Zimo.In the 

group of people predicted to be in the top 10 of the Heaven Leaderboard, other than Zong Feiyu who 

had escaped unscathed, he was the only one who was unscathed. Moreover, he had profited from the 

disaster! 

Under Su Zimo's immense pressure, he had finally comprehended the ultimate meaning of the Flaming 

Sun Sutra from that flame secret technique, and his battle strength had greatly increased."How have 

you been all these years as the Princess of Lingxia?" Su Zimo asked.Xie Qingcheng looked at Lie Xuan and 

said, "With Brother Lie's help, he has resolved many problems for me and helped me gain a 

foothold."Actually, when he saw Xie Qingcheng and Lie Xuan together, Su Zimo knew that Lie Xuan was 

already under Xie Qingcheng's command. This was more or less what he had expected.As the sky 

gradually darkened, Xie Qingcheng and Lie Xuan bid farewell and left.The night passed, and Yang Ruoxu 

didn't rest at all. He was nervous and prepared to deal with any sudden changes.Tomorrow was the 

Divine Firmament Immortal Meeting, and tonight would be the Moonlight Sword Immortal's last 

chance.But until dawn, there was no movement nearby.The Moonlight Sword Immortal was cultivating 

in a room not far away. She didn't even come out."Was it just my imagination?" Yang Ruoxu was also a 

little suspicious.Not long after, everyone from Qiankun Academy gathered outside, preparing to head to 

the Divine Firmament Palace. Today, the Divine Firmament Immortal Meeting would officially begin! 

 


